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ROBOL	  	  
ROBOL is a language for controlling a very simple robot. A robot 
starts at a given point (x, y) on a grid (64 * 64) in a given 
direction (x, -x, y, or -y), then moves on this grid (forward, 
backward, left, right) a number of steps given by an integer value 
until it stops. While moving on this grid, the robot may lower a pen 
so that it will draw lines for the subsequent moves until the pen is 
lifted. 
 
Here is the grammar of the language: 
 
<program> ::= <var-decl>* <stmt>*  
 
<var-decl> ::= var <identifier> = <exp> 
 
<stmt> ::= <start>(<exp> , <exp>, <direction>)  
         | <stop> 
         | <move>(<exp>) 
         | <pen>   
         | <assignment> | <if-then-else> | <while> 
 
<direction> ::= -?x | -?y 
 
<start> ::= start 
<stop> ::= stop 
 
<move> ::= <forward> | <backward> | <left> | <right>  
<forward> ::= forward 
<backward> ::= backward 
<left> ::= left 
<right> ::= right 
 
<pen> ::= <pen-up> | <pen-down>  
<pen-up> ::= up 
<pen-down> ::= down 
 
<assignment> ::= <identifier> = <exp> 
<if-then-else> ::= if <bool-exp> { <stmt>+ } | 
      if <bool-exp> { <stmt>+ } else {<stmt>+ } 
<while> ::= while <bool-exp> { <stmt>+ } 
 
<exp> ::= <identifier> | <number>| (<exp>) | <plus-exp> 
<plus-exp> ::= <exp>  + <exp> 
<bool-exp> ::= <exp> <bool-op> <exp> 
<bool-op> ::=  < | > | = 
 
<identifier> is a string, while <number> is an integer number. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The following is an example ROBOL program: 
 

start(23,30, -x) 
forward(15) 
up 
left(15) 
right(2+3) 
down 
backward(10 + 27) 
stop 

Assignment	  
Make interpreters for ROBOL in both Java and ML. 
 
For the Java interpreter the requirements is that the classes 
representing nodes in the abstract syntax tree implements interfaces 
(or a single interface Robol) that have the method void interpret(). 
Given a program represented by an object of class Program and 
referenced by a reference p typed by the interface Robol, 
p.interpret() will interpret the program. 
 
Make the interpreters so that they are easy to extend. ROBOL may 
change during the course of the first mandatory, and the second 
mandatory will involve a significantly extended ROBOL. 
 
Feel free to display the result (in terms of lines) in whatever form 
you like, however, as a minimum the stop statement shall print the 
position (and direction) of the robot. 

Testprograms	  
Test programs will be provided. However, we do not use scanners and 
parsers to turn the test programs into a structure that is suitable 
for interpretation (e.g. abstract syntax tree). You are supposed to 
make Java and ML code that makes the structure that represents each 
test program. 
 

	  
	  


